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Teaching Philosophy
In an article on digital pedagogy in Hybrid Pedagogy, the authors argue that “The ‘digital’ in
‘digital humanities’ and ‘digital pedagogy’ refers less to tech and more to the communities tech
engenders and facilitates.” My experience with digital pedagogy confirms this: the most
important impact that bringing digital tools has had on my teaching has been to broaden not only
my own network of teaching partners and resources but also to broaden the communities my
students construct and reside within.
I agree with digital humanities scholar Jessica Marie Johnson, who succinctly explains that, “The
digital has provided us new ways of organizing knowledge.” It is crucial that we become nimble
in adapting to these new ways of organizing knowledge, both in the knowledge we seek as well
as in the knowledge we create. As a teacher, I can’t predict what sources of information my
students will be interacting with even five years from now. However, I can teach them
fundamental skills such as critical reading and analysis and creation of multimodal artifacts so
that they become adept at decoding multimedia texts. For example, even bringing my students’
attention to the visual conventions of the traditional academic essay—double-spaced, 12-point,
Times New Roman font—makes visible the histories of technology and production inherent in
what is often uncritically presented as an unquestioned “standard.” Once they are able to analyze
genre conventions such as these, they are equipped to be critical readers of online news stories as
well as social media trends.
It’s not that I want my students to become dismissive of tradition, but rather to be conscious of
their own agency as both scholars and consumers of information. My role in the classroom is to
create, facilitate, and support learning communities which have at their centers both canonical
and non-canonical texts. The combination of traditional and contemporary texts along with
traditional and multimodal assignments challenges students to develop strategies for
understanding a variety of modes and contexts of communication. My pedagogical first
principles are in alignment with the Council of Writing Program Administrators’ statement on
student learning outcomes: to develop productive habits of mind through critical thinking,
reading, and writing, along with a focus on rhetorical knowledge and the importance of process
to composition.
For example, in my first year, multimodal composition course “From Mockingbird to
Watchman,” my students began with the novel and film adaptation of Harper Lee’s To Kill a
Mockingbird, and read them along with not only canonical texts of second wave feminism and
the Southern Gothic, but also with the newly-released Go Set a Watchman and Ta-Nehisi Coates’
Between the World and Me (which was released the same day as Go Set a Watchman).
Assignments ranged from a traditional academic essay to the more contemporary genre of a
research-based, group podcast. By reading Lee and Coates together, students understood the
Civil Rights Movement in America in a broader, more complex historical and literary context
than had we read either author alone. And by presenting their academic research in the genre of a
podcast, the nature of the assignment itself underscored the complexity of argument and analysis,
while emphasizing that comprehensive understanding of a subject requires more than simply a
pro/con list. Students worked together to synthesize and analyze the ways in which critical
discourse around issues such as civil rights, feminism, authorial intent, and publishing were in
the process of changing even as they were coming to their own conclusions about these issues,
which highlighted the students’ own roles as creators of knowledge.

Such collaboration is central to my pedagogy, both in terms of student work as well as my own
teaching. For example, I collaborated on writing a $30,000 GT-FIRE Grant, which provides
support for transformative ideas in education at Georgia Tech, to develop and pilot an
“embedded artist” program in first year, multimodal composition courses. Building on models of
embedded journalism and librarianship, this program pairs first year composition instructors with
local artists in order to bring new ideas of composition, creation, and process to our students. The
grant funded my work with other members of the Writing and Communication Program and
members of the Ferst Center for the Arts to create curricula, lesson plans, models of
collaboration, and plans for program assessment and sustainability. Collaborating on the design,
development, implementation, assessment, and sustainability of this program has allowed me to
engage with my teaching at new levels, as I work to clearly articulate my goals of having artists
emphasize the importance of process and introduce new strategies for composition and to my
students.
Even in larger, more lecture-based courses, I supplement more traditional readings and lectures
with other multimodal forms of learning such as Google docs and Padlet collaborations.
Multimodal learning encourages higher levels of student engagement, particularly by giving their
work a strong sense of relevance through collaboration. This approach often requires students to
work in ways they initially find unfamiliar or uncomfortable, such as creating podcasts or
working on long-term, team-based projects. It is my responsibility to create policies and
procedures which foster a sense of safety and trust in the classroom, so that students are willing
to take chances and experiment. In upper level courses, I expect students to be willing to engage
in inquiry that is even more experimental, as they engage even more fully in analysis and
research which takes them deeper into formulating hypotheses and construction new knowledge.
Students become more willing to take risks in the classroom: they begin to respond directly to
each other rather than wait for my direction, and they often continue this work outside of class
and beyond the semester’s end. For example, in my Harper Lee class, students asked for
supplementary readings for a reading group they organized outside of class to learn more about
the history of civil rights and activism in America, and I continue to hear from one student who
is still inspired by her work in the class, as she has chosen a public policy major in part because
of her work in English 1102.
Further, a foundation of trust allows students to feel comfortable going beyond simple
observations to more complex assertions and arguments. Trust is also a result of the seriousness
with which I take evaluation and assessment—both in terms of the students’ understanding of the
material as well as their feedback about the class. My current role as a co-facilitator for a faculty
learning community at Georgia Tech in understanding feedback has encouraged me to seek out
new sources of feedback on my teaching, as well as consider new ways of providing feedback to
my students on their work. Though I realize that student grades are to a certain extent a reflection
of my class management as well as student work and study habits, I gain as much insight about
student learning from regular, informal student feedback on the course (which I solicit
anonymously several times each semester) as I do from more formal evaluation methods such as
quizzes, exams, and CIOS score. Striving for transparency in my teaching, I work to be very
clear not only in the goals for the class, but in the reasoning behind what we do in the class.
Ultimately, I want students to feel confident in these processes of evaluation and grading so that
they can worry less about their grades and focus more on engaging in the work at hand and
engaging as a full member of a collegial environment.

Monica C. Miller
Georgia Institute of Technology
Monica.miller@lmc.gatech.edu
Administrative Philosophy
My administrative philosophy and my teaching philosophy grow from the same primary
foundation: to create, facilitate, and support learning communities within and across academic
units, as well as with other institutions and other community stakeholders. My ultimate goals in
academia are to find and forge connections: connecting ideas to other ideas in scholarship;
connecting people to ideas in the classroom; and connecting people to other people across
disciplines, units, and institutions in administrative work. As part of the Writing and
Communication Program (WCP) leadership team at Georgia Tech, I have had a variety of
opportunities for many such connections, through the program’s support and encouragement for
experimental teaching, innovative scholarship, and interdisciplinary collaborations across
campus. I am currently part of a leadership team responsible for key administrative tasks:
curriculum development; faculty training; programmatic assessment and reporting, analyzing,
forecasting, sequencing, and scheduling of general education courses, maintaining the program’s
website and promotional materials, as well as program advocacy.
The ten years I spent prior to my return to school working in hospital and higher education
administration has provided me a unique skill set in project management, understanding
institutional processes, and a comfort with projects that require definition of measurable
outcomes. This background provides me a flexibility and comfort with working across
disciplines and units which makes administrative work appealing to me. I enjoy the challenges of
juggling multiple priorities and understanding the needs of multiple stakeholders both on and off
campus, while ensuring that student educational outcomes are being met.
I build on a feminist foundation of inclusiveness in my approach to the academic work of
knowledge production: as educators in classrooms, scholars at work, or administration creating
structures for connection. A commitment to inclusiveness and diversity is necessary in higher
education, in order to foster the kind of vulnerability which is critical for experimentation,
growth, and learning, and experimentation. These commitments reflect a manifestation of
broader scholarly interest in the relationship between identity and place: the role of community
within academia. What kinds of community can be fostered in classrooms, on campuses, and
within disciplines? These questions have guided a variety of projects which I write and present
about, on topics including safe spaces, fostering creativity on campus (both inside and outside of
the classroom), and mentoring graduate students. At Georgia Tech, for example, I am cofacilitating a faculty learning community with the Center for Teaching and Learning on
responding to teaching feedback, which promotes, models, and supports evidence-based teaching
practices for Georgia Tech faculty. And ultimately, this is what I strive for as an administrator:
opportunities to enrich the learning and research environment for faculty, staff, and students.
Two primary approaches which I bring to enriching these environments are within the realm of
writing and communication: writing to learn (WTL) and writing in the disciplines (WID). I
firmly believe in the efficacy of WTL’s approach to learning, what the Conference on College
Composition and Communication (CCCC) characterizes as WTL’s focus on making connections
between new information and known information, or “making thinking visible.” The
metacognitive focus of WTL reflects my broader approach to higher education, for students,
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faculty, and staff: to create a transparent environment which encourages experimentation,
connection, and engagement, so that all participants have the tools and the incentives to become
critically engaged members of these communities. For students, this means the process-driven,
experimentation of WTL; for faculty and staff, this means the resources and encouragement to
work collaboratively and strive for innovation.
While such collaboration and experimentation are key for innovation and growth, I also
recognize the importance of maintaining discipline standards, which is where WID strategies are
important. While all writing and communication require some foundationally similar
approaches—the importance of process and rhetorical strategies, specifically—a WID approach
recognizes that different disciplines have different priorities and needs in their approaches to
writing, which are often best taught by specialists in the field. Once again, CCCC’s Statement on
Writing Across the Curriculum Principles and Practices provides a useful blueprint for the goals
of a WID program:






To sustain the writing of students across their academic careers.
To increase student engagement with learning.
To increase student writing proficiency.
To create a campus culture that supports writing.
To create a community of faculty around teaching and student writing.

Ultimately, my goal as an administrator is to provide structure and resources to enable these
larger goals. Whether through mentoring, training, teaching, grant-writing, or showcasing
faculty, staff, and student work, I want to create opportunities for growth, learning, and
innovation. Being available to, listening to, and learning from all stakeholders—whether faculty
members, community members, students, or staff—is the best way to nurture and sustain an
engaged, rewarding environment.

Georgia Institute of Technology
Spring 2015, ENGL 1102 English Composition II Section G7
Instructor: MILLER, MONICA (Primary)

There were: 21 possible respondents.
N

RR

1

Student: Hours per week

Question Text

8

38%

Interpol. Median

0-3

3-6

6-9

9-12

12-15

1

4

2

0

0

2

Student: Percent attendance

8

38%

0

0

0

0

0

8

0

3

Student: Percent homework completion

8

38%

0

0

0

0

0

8

0

5 Extremely
Well

4

3

2

1 Completely
Unprep

N/A

4

2

2

0

0

0

1 Almost
Nothing

N/A

0-30

5

6

Course: How prepared to take subject

Course: Amount learned

8

8

38%

4.5

38%

3.8

7

Course: Assignments facilitated learning

8

38%

4.3

8

Course: Assignments measured knowledge

8

38%

4.8

9

Course: Overall effectiveness

8

38%

4.7

14 Instructor: Clarity (MILLER)

8

38%

4.8

15 Instructor: Communicated how to succeed (MILLER)
16 Instructor: Respect for students (MILLER)

17 Instructor: Enthusiasm (MILLER)

18 Instructor: Stimulates interest (MILLER)

19 Instructor: Availability (MILLER)

20 Instructor: Feedback helpfulness (MILLER)

21 Instructor: Overall effectiveness (MILLER)

8
8

8

8

8

8

8

38%

4.5

38%

5

38%

5

38%

4.5

38%

4.9

38%

4.9

38%

Instructor

4.9

30-50 50-70 70-80

5 Exceptional
Amt

4

3

2

80-90

15-18 18 + N/A
0

2

3

2

1

0

0

4

3

2

1 Very Poor

N/A

3

4

1

0

0

0

6

2

0

0

0

0
N/A

5 Strongly
Agree

4

3

2

1 Strongly
Disagree

5

3

0

0

0

0

5 Exceptional

4

3

2

1 Very Poor

N/A

6

2

0

0

0

0

1 Strongly
Disagree

N/A

4

3

2

0

90-100 N/A

5 Exceptional

5 Strongly
Agree

1

4

3

1

0

0

0

5 Exceptional

4

3

2

1 Very Poor

N/A

8

0

0

0

0

0

5 Extremely
Enthus

4

3

2

1 Detached

N/A

0

0

8

0

0

0

5 Made Me
Eager

4

3

2

4

4

0

0

0

0

5 Highly
Accessible

4

3

2

1 Hard To Find

N/A

1 Ruined Interest N/A

7

0

1

0

0

0

5 Extremely
Helpful

4

3

2

1 Not Helpful

N/A

7

0

1

0

0

0
N/A
0

5 Strongly
Agree

4

3

2

1 Strongly
Disagree

7

1

0

0

0

Text Responses
Question: Comments about student effort
I think that the amount of work required for this class was a little excessive
There was a lot expected from this course. It was all worth it, but it seemed excessive at times relative to other classes' work loads.
Reading material was substantial. A lot was expected of students
Question: Course best aspect
The best aspect was the books that we read.
Improving my writing skills while better understanding/analyzing the gothic genre
Question: Course improvements
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I think it could be improved by being less stressful in the sense that it expected a lot from us, as students with a lot of work in other classes.
Debriefings don't seem to be useful. Randomly paired groups also aren't always useful.
N/A
Question: Other comments about quality of course
I liked the course subject (American Gothic)
Question: Instructor greatest strength
MILLER The greatest strength was her passion for the subject.
MILLER Constant feedback on assignments
MILLER Willingness to help students outside of class, always gave positive and helpful feedback on writing assignments
Question: Instructor improvements
MILLER n/a
MILLER N/A
Question: Instructor other comments
MILLER

I think her grading is a bit harsh, considering everyone has a different writing style. I felt as though many times, points were deducted from my assignments
because of how I write stylistically, rather than my writing needing improvement from a format and grammatical standpoint.

MILLER Grades were almost always returned very quickly with feedback
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Georgia Institute of Technology
Fall 2015, ENGL 1101 English Composition I Section B2
Instructor: Miller, Monica (Primary)

There were: 22 possible respondents.
N

RR Interpol. Median

1

Student: Hours per week

Question Text

21

95%

0-3

3-6

6-9

9-12

12-15

15-18

6

7

7

1

0

0

2

Student: Percent attendance

20

91%

0

0

1

0

0

19

0

3

Student: Percent homework completion

20

91%

0

0

0

1

0

19

0

5 Extremely Well

4

3

2

1 Completely Unprep

N/A

5

Course: How prepared to take subject

21

95%

5

11

3

1

0

1

5 Exceptional Amt

4

3

2

1 Almost Nothing

N/A

6

5

8

1

1

0

0-30

4

30-50 50-70 70-80

80-90

Course: Amount learned

21

95%

3.6

5 Exceptional

4

3

2

1 Very Poor

N/A

7

Course: Assignments facilitated learning

21

95%

4.3

9

6

5

0

1

0

8

Course: Assignments measured knowledge

21

95%

3.8

5

8

6

1

1

0

5 Strongly Agree

4

3

2

1 Strongly Disagree

N/A

9

Course: Overall effectiveness

21

95%

4.1

7

9

4

0

1

0

5 Exceptional

4

3

2

1 Very Poor

N/A

12

6

1

1

1

0

5 Strongly Agree

4

3

2

1 Strongly Disagree

N/A

8

7

5

0

1

0

5 Exceptional

4

3

2

1 Very Poor

N/A

Instructor: Communicated how to succeed
15
(Miller)
16 Instructor: Respect for students (Miller)
17 Instructor: Enthusiasm (Miller)
18 Instructor: Stimulates interest (Miller)
19 Instructor: Availability (Miller)
20 Instructor: Feedback helpfulness (Miller)
21 Instructor: Overall effectiveness (Miller)

21

21

21
21
21
21
20
21

95%

95%

95%
95%
95%
95%
91%
95%

Instructor

4.6

4.1

4.8

15

4

2

0

0

0

5 Extremely Enthus

4

3

2

1 Detached

N/A

4.8
4.1

16

4

1

0

0

0

5 Made Me Eager

4

3

2

1 Ruined Interest

N/A

8

7

4

1

1

0

5 Highly Accessible

4

3

2

1 Hard To Find

N/A

4.6

10

7

2

0

0

2

5 Extremely Helpful

4

3

2

1 Not Helpful

N/A

4.5
4.4

0

0

90-100 N/A

6

14 Instructor: Clarity (Miller)

18 + N/A

10

3

6

1

0

0

5 Strongly Agree

4

3

2

1 Strongly Disagree

N/A

10

9

1

0

1

0

Text Responses
Question: Course best aspect
Nothing, terrible course
The make culture focus was the best aspect in my mind.
My favorite aspect of this course was how it is nothing like a regular English class. This course has been one of my favorites this semester due to its uniqueness
and how it attracts students like myself and a lot of GT students who are math science based.
The best aspect was that we were able to ask her questions in class as well as ask other students for help.
The assignments did not restrict students' from expressing their individuality and creativity. The class had a lot of discussions, keeping the students more
interested and focused
Collaborative work
Wide range of projects that explore the different medium
How multimodal the classroom truly was. Was not just essays or group presentations but a good mix of different assignments.
The group project that we did.
Not having any tests or many quizzes. And also having the opportunity to work with classmates.
I enjoyed the multimodal aspect, that the class was not just writing essays
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Multiple chances to practice working on different modes of communication and presentation.
I love DIY projects so the theme was the best part.
The course was really good and taught me many interesting things as well as many aspects of a maker culture I was not really into it and was extremely
interesting.
Being able to bring multimodal aspects into a learning environment
I really loved this course, it was very interesting and a refreshing change from regular English classes
I loved the whole multimodal aspect of the class, and learning how to incorporate various modes and mediums within our coursework.
The group participation assignments.
Interesting projects and unique theme to the class.
The maker culture theme was the best aspect.
learning about the meaning of a Maker, doing creative projects like making a website and making videos.
Question: Course improvements
Not make me, a computer engineer take my 5th english class in 5 years. Yes I am saying stop making Tech students take english classes they are a waste of
money and just fill Bud Peterson's pockets wasting our best years for actual learning.
Some of the big assignments were a little bit confusing as to what you wanted. Sometimes it felt like you'd say one thing verbally, but the assignment sheet
would say something different. The biggest example I can think of was the Text Analysis Assignment. I felt like in class you kept talking about how our piece
should be more about the visual/design elements than the text itself; however, the assignment sheet made it seem like the text was more about the text than I
originally started on. All in all it worked out fine though.
I found that the group assignments and in class work days were extremely beneficial and i would recommend doing those more throughout the course. Although
we still did some, we seemed to not do them as much at the beginning of the year than at the end.
Please improve or do something about the chairs or seating of the students. Every beginning of class, the previous class leaves the chairs all over the place and
makes a complete mess. The students of our class have to take our class time to move all of the chairs to form the circle we are sitting in.
Include examples of the projects we are expected to make/create.
More interesting readings.
Maybe have a few lecture days, especially after a very interactive class. Having a seminar in class almost everyday can be very engaging but also intimidating.
Perhaps space out a few lecture days where engaging in class discussions isn't so important. This may be better towards the beginning of the semester where the
class isn't comfortable with each other yet.
Getting the class to know each other better so that they could voice their opinions more.
Like the class how it is.
More emphasis on the texts.
I didn't understand how a lot of the assignments worked as far as incorporating makerspaces and english
I consider that the course should be easier in some projects.
There are not many improvements I could suggest, perhaps make it more focused on specific areas withing the topic, i.e. Makers and Makerspaces: The Reasons
We Make or The Methods Used By Makers For Sharing Of Ideas
I would like to do more projects and group work
More interactive and get-to-know-you activities so that everyone could really meet each other and know little things about each other.
I think we get the concept of Makers, in class discussions sometimes are a bit elementary and repetitive.
Question: Other comments about quality of course
Please don't make anymore students suffer the injustice of GT's greedy administration.
Seemed like a very solid class but definitely different, for the better, than a traditional english class.
Great course in general
I chose this specific section of English 1101 because I was interested in the course description. The course fulfilled my expectations.
N/A
The quality was really good.
Group projects were nice, so were peer revisions--it helped increase my different perspectives.
Question: Other overall comments
Glad I could tell you guy this in this survey. :)
This was my favorite English class ever!
I enjoyed this class.
I enjoyed the class.
Overall, a good class. It is not a blow-off class. You are rewarded based on the amount of effort you put into the class.
The course was interesting, the level of enthusiasm of the teacher was really good.
Really loved the in class working days and workshops
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Wonderful, and very approachable teacher, this really helped to make it a fun and positive learning experience.
Question: Instructor greatest strength
Miller

None

Miller

Her willingness to sacrifice time for us and always give us time to work with her and other students to obtain helpful feedback.

Miller

She was able to give great feedback on all assignments and was able to be available for help when needed.

Miller

The teacher is very direct and helpful, she explains and clarifies well about the questions we ask. The teacher does a very nice job of using discussion to teach
students about the topic related to the class. She balances well between discussion and lecture.

Miller

She was very enthusiastic about the course subject and tried to get all of her students interested as well.

Miller

Giving personal feedback. It really helps me to know that my work is graded with effort and not just a random arbitrary number that my instructor felt like
giving me.

Miller

Always very cheerful and expected engaging conversations.

Miller

Her understanding of the english langue.

Miller

She communicated well. If there were things that we were uncertain about or things that she needed to communicate with us, she always sent an email. She is
caring and wants you to succeed.

Miller

Made the process of learning/practicing these things feel less like work.

Miller

The greatest strength was enthusiasm.

Miller

She was really concern about every student and had a good knowledge about the subject she was teaching with an interesting background of the maker culture.

Miller

Being able to explain what needs to be improved in assessments

Miller

She was very approachable for matters both pertaining to both the class room and other areas

Miller

Communication was the best in and outside of class.

Miller

Was always able to make suggestions on how to improve our writings.

Miller

The review sessions and comments that were made to our assignments were extremely helpful.

Miller

She broke the assignments up into many parts and this helped us complete them on time. She also provided proper and clear instructions.

Miller

she's very approachable, and gives thoughtful analyses and explanations, discussions are intriguing
Question: Instructor improvements

Miller

Make me not take this class and pay you guys 900 dollars for skills I don't need or want.

Miller

Her grading explanations were quite obscure at times and this was an area for concern.

Miller

I would like her to provide more comprehensive, detailed feedback for our rough drafts.

Miller

More detailed feedback on assignments and drafts. She did not give that much feedback on drafts, so I wasn't sure what I needed to fix. I ended up not changing
my drafts that much and in the feedback for my final assignments she mentioned aspects that I could've fixed before the final submission if she brought it up in
the feedback for my drafts.

Miller

Explaining the project and assignments.

Miller

Feedback on T-Square assignments would be more helpful if they were more substantial.

Miller

From where I sat i could not see her and so it made it harder for my to pay attention.

Miller

Not much room for improvement.

Miller

The level of simple clear explanation.

Miller

Not be so rigid in some projects, I spend a huge amount of time in them and sometimes they were not at the level expected for her.

Miller

Nothing worth mentioning, very good professor, I would definitely take the course again

Miller

Even though the class is interactive, i would have liked more class discussions

Miller

Teachers desk is kind of hard to see and engage with when answering questions or engaging in discussion.

Miller

I felt that she grades a bit harshly.

Miller

Some discussions and assignments are repetitive or unnecessary.
Question: Instructor other comments

Miller

Cool. :)

Miller

Great class!

Miller

Overall, an effective instructor. She was very accessible.

Miller

Overall, the professor communicated to the class very clearly and well, and the information presented was always helpful for assigned projects.

Miller

N/A

Miller

Overall, a good teacher. Would have taken her class again next semester if it wasn't at 8am.

Miller

The course is really interesting, and I think that the quality of teaching is really good.

Miller

N/A
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Miller

nope--she was a good instructor
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Georgia Institute of Technology
Spring 2016, ENGL 1102 English Composition II Section K3
Instructor: Miller, Monica (Primary)

There were: 24 possible respondents.
N

RR Interpol. Median

1

Student: Hours per week

Question Text

18

75%

2

Student: Percent attendance

18

75%

0

0

0

0

3

15

0

3

Student: Percent homework completion

17

71%

0

0

0

0

4

13

0

5 Extremely Well

4

3

2

1 Completely Unprep

N/A

5

Course: How prepared to take subject

18

75%

10

7

1

0

0

0

5 Exceptional Amt

4

3

2

1 Almost Nothing

N/A

1

8

6

2

1

0

0

0-3

3-6

6-9

9-12

12-15

15-18

0

9

7

2

0

0

0-30

4.6

30-50 50-70 70-80

80-90

Course: Amount learned

18

75%

3.5

5 Exceptional

4

3

2

1 Very Poor

N/A

7

Course: Assignments facilitated learning

18

75%

3.8

5

6

6

1

0

0

8

Course: Assignments measured knowledge

18

75%

3.8

4

6

5

2

0

1
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4

3

2

1 Strongly Disagree

N/A
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Course: Overall effectiveness
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75%

4

6

6

5

1

0

0
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4

3

2
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N/A
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0
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5 Strongly Agree
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2

1 Strongly Disagree
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4

3

3

0

0

5 Exceptional

4

3

2

1 Very Poor

N/A

Instructor: Communicated how to succeed
15
(Miller)
16 Instructor: Respect for students (Miller)
17 Instructor: Enthusiasm (Miller)
18 Instructor: Stimulates interest (Miller)
19 Instructor: Availability (Miller)
20 Instructor: Feedback helpfulness (Miller)
21 Instructor: Overall effectiveness (Miller)

18

18

18
18
18
18
18
18

75%

75%

75%
75%
75%
75%
75%
75%

Instructor
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4.3

4.7
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3

3

1

0

0
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4

3

2
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N/A

4.7
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4

2

1

0

0
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4

3

2

1 Ruined Interest

N/A

4.2

7

7

2

1

1

0

5 Highly Accessible

4

3

2

1 Hard To Find

N/A

4.7

10

5

2

0

0

1

5 Extremely Helpful

4

3

2

1 Not Helpful

N/A

4

7

4

3

1

3

0

5 Strongly Agree

4

3

2

1 Strongly Disagree

N/A

8

5

3

2

0

0

4.3

0

0

90-100 N/A

6

14 Instructor: Clarity (Miller)

18 + N/A

Text Responses
Question: Course best aspect
The topic was my favorite part of the class. I love Mockingbird and Watchman, and I love that we got to spend so much time exploring so deeply these novels. I
love that the professors are able to pick topics that interest them; it shows in their teaching and their passion for the assignments.
discussion based
The best aspect of this course was the commemoration project. I think it was so amazing to be able to work on a piece that was so relevant to what was going on
in the world at the time. I also really enjoyed the class discussions because it is always very interesting to see how other people interpret novels and various
other works.
This course had an interesting topic which made it easy to engage in the material. The freely facilitated conversation really helped maintain interest and learning.
I very much enjoyed the few times we actually had discussions in class. I understand these are difficult to have, as it is difficult to get everyone involved, but it
was the part of the class that felt most genuine to me.
This was an extremely interesting class that incorporated a wide range of novels while still keeping with a common theme. I especially liked how all the projects
related directly to To Kill a Mockingbird and Go Set a Watchman, but we were able to include the other novels as we see fit.
tied together multiple books, speakers, etc. to themes of to kill a mockingbird
Loved the topics that were discussed in the novels we read
I liked that we read novels and also did projects. It was a good balance between the two.
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Question: Course improvements
This might just be a personal opinion, but I think there should be more emphasis on writing. I think the other elements of communication are more thoroughly
addressed than this one, and I also think that writing is a particularly weak area for GT students.
re-announce due dates so we don't forget
I feel that the course was structured very well and there is not any part of it that I feel did not add to the overall quality of the course.
Better discussions.
Each of the projects we did had the same prompt, I felt like I was doing the same projects three different times but in different formats. I was running out of
arguments by the end.
The number of guest speakers that came in to explain various things could be reduced. Every time we had a guest speaker come it felt like we spent a whole
class on something that should have maybe only take half that long.
There was a lot of reading early in the semester and barely any reading toward the end. Since the other books were not necessary for the assignments, the course
would have been more balanced if more of the reading the pushed to the end of the semester and the projects were began earlier.
More class activity, chances to write short things for homework and get feedback opposed to just a couple of essays
More focus on analyzing texts instead of rhetoric that goes into constructing artifacts would make the class a lot more interesting
I felt like some of the projects were crammed into the end of the semester. I feel like we needed more time for our Podcast assignment.
Question: Other comments about quality of course
I really enjoyed the course. I found all of the topics extremely interesting and really enjoyed the fact that the course was structured in such a way that all of the
topics built on each other and really facilitated a continued discussion of similar topics throughout the entire course. The projects were also great because they
were project that were new and unique.
Overall the course was well planned and well thought out. I avoided being just a lecture often enough to be interesting without treating the students like we were
much younger than we are.
N/A
Question: Other overall comments
The first and last books assigned were very good, easy to read and highly applicable but I did not enjoy The Bell Jar or Other Voices Other Rooms and I
struggled to tie them into any of the arguments I ended up making.
Overall I learned a lot about the different modes of communication through the varied projects.
Question: Instructor greatest strength
Miller

She was very available to students and would answer anything about any of the projects with us. She was always highly responsive both in person and via email
to any questions we may have had. She was also very accommodating when we wanted to work outside the box and try something not explicitly sanctioned in
the syllabus or assignment but that still met the learning objectives.

Miller

She really seems to have a passion about the subject that translates into everything she does in the course and makes the course very interesting.

Miller

Dr.Miller is very understanding and wants to work with us to ensure that we succeed. She helped us to own our arguments and projects by giving us choices
about what to creat e and what to write about.

Miller

Dr. Miller really lived what she taught, and you could feel that in the classroom. She was full of outside stories, articles, etc. that she shared that demonstrated
how she came to the conclusions that she did throughout the class.

Miller

Dr. Miller seemed genuinely interested in our original thoughts about the novels we read, particularly Go Set a Watchmen. She also made herself very available
for consultations and assistance on projects.

Miller

Cared a lot for students and their well-being. Really interested in the subjects she taught as well.

Miller

Dr. Miller always responds to emails right away. She always willing to meet in person to discussion assignments or provide feedback. She's so enthusiastic
when it comes to teaching. She kept class interesting!!
Question: Instructor improvements

Miller

I think an area for improvement (and this is mostly relative) is the feedback on assignments. She was thorough in the beginning with rough draft commentary
and feedback, but the later projects we got peer feedback but very little from the professor. It would be helpful to have a consistency with this, especially for
projects that most students have never done before like a podcast because as students we are all in the same boat and may not know what to review or look for in
feedback that the professor would be able to help with more.

Miller

The instructor was fantastic and I do not feel that there was any specific aspect of her teaching needed improvement.

Miller

A lot of the assignments I was unsure what was supposed to be done for it and the importance of the project seemed to be skimmed over in class. I didn't realize
that the annotated bibliography was worth 10% of our grade because it seemed to be taken so lightly in class.

Miller

Nothing so far a I can tell.

Miller

Some of the projects seemed to be introduced way before anyone was able to begin them. For instance, the annotated bibliography project was introduced in the
middle of another project and at least a month before anything relating to it was due. This would have been fine as long as there was another brief introduction
to the project closer to the due date/when we progressed enough in the class to be able to work on it.

Miller

Wish their had been more discussion analyzing texts, but given the disinterest of most of our class I guess it was understandable.
Question: Instructor other comments

Miller

The instructor was not only really good at teaching the material but also helping students to analyze things in new and different ways. She really seemed like she
wanted us all to not just know the information but work on forming opinions and voicing them. She is a fabulous teacher and really connects well with students.
She never made me feel like she was above me or my opinions were wrong or invalid, but instead chose to have a conversation with whatever opinions students
presented.
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Miller

This was a very interesting and manageable course.

Miller

Overall this was a well taught class with very clearly worded assignments which made it easier to succeed.

Miller

Thanks for baking us a cake!!
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English 1102: From Mockingbird to

Watchman

Course Information:
English 1102-K3
Tuesdays and Thursdays
8:05-9:25 A.M.
Hall 103

“For thus hath the Lord said
unto me, Go, set a
watchman, let him declare
what he seeth.”—Isiah 21:6

Instructor:
Monica Miller, PhD
monica.miller@lmc.gatech.edu
Office Location: Hall 113
Office Hours: Tuesdays and
Thursdays, 9:30-11:00am and by
appointment

Course Goals

English 1102 introduces students to the principles and
practices of communication they need in their
academic and professional lives. The goal of classes in
the Writing and Communication Program is for
students to develop competence and confidence in all
communication modalities (Written, Oral, Visual,
Electronic, and Nonverbal) and to understand how
effective communication balances multiple modalities
thoughtfully and synergistically. English 1102
addresses rhetorical principles and multimodal
composition while it introduces research as well as
cultural studies and literary/discourse analysis.
Students will develop an understanding of the genre on
which the project focuses as well the rhetorical
processes involved in creating examples of that genre.
Projects will create purposeful, audience-directed texts
that present well-supported arguments using
appropriate conventions of written, oral, visual, and/or
nonverbal communication. Using the learning
outcomes established by the University System Board
of Regents, and the Council of Writing Program
Administrators, Georgia Tech’s Writing and
Communication Program has set the following desired
learning outcomes and learning expectations for
English 1102.

Thematic Description

2015 saw the publication of Go Set a Watchman, the
manuscript that author Harper Lee originally sent to
the J.B. Lippincott publishing company in 1957. This
manuscript, after significant revision, eventually
became the 1960 Pulitzer Prize-winning novel To Kill a
Mockingbird. In this class, we will consider the
Mockingbird phenomenon from a variety of
perspectives, including the reception and legacy of the
original novel; the effect of the 1962 movie adaptation
on the novel’s legacy; the place of Harper Lee in
literary history; the role of archival documents and
research; the historical context of the Civil Rights
movement; Watchman’s release in the context of the
#BlackLivesMatter era; as well as the novel’s reflection
of nascent second wave feminism. Along with the two
novels and the film, major readings will also include
Sylvia Plath’s 1963 novel The Bell Jar, Truman
Capote’s 1948 novel Other Voices, Other Rooms, and
Ta-Nehisi Coates’ 2015 Between the World and Me,
released the same day as Go Set a Watchman.

Required Materials
WOVENText
Bedford/St. Martin's, 2015. (The
same textbook used in English 1101
Fall 2015)
To Kill a Mockingbird
Harper Lee (1960)
Go Set a Watchman
Harper Lee (2015)
Between the World and Me
Ta-Nehisi Coats (2015)
Other Voices, Other Rooms
Truman Capote (1948)
The Bell Jar
Sylvia Plath (1963)
To Kill a Mockingbird
Dir. Robert Mulligan (1962)
(It is available at the reserve desk in
the library for library viewing, or
may be viewed through Amazon.com
streaming, or via other methods. The
Atlanta Public Library also has many
copies circulating.)
Laptop computer
Please bring to class daily.
Access to T-Square and various webbased resources.
***Note! You must bring your
readings to class. If you come
unprepared (without easily
accessible readings), you will not be
able to earn full participation
points.***

Course Late Work Policy

Assignments and Grading
Common Reading Project
Classwork and Quizzes
Participation/QHQs
Comparative Text Analysis
Book Cover Project
Annotated Bibliography
Podcast Project
Portfolio

5%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
25%
20%

Grade Scale
90-100
80-89
70-79
60-69
Below 60

Important Course
Deadlines
Project One Video
Due Tuesday, 1/19

Comparative Text Analysis
Due Friday, 2/19

Book Cover Project
Due Friday, 3/18

Annotated Bibliography
Due Tuesday, 4/19

Podcast
Due Friday, 4/22

Portfolio
Due at Final Exam Time:
Thursday, 4/28, 5:40pm

A
B
C
D
F

Assignments must be handed in or submitted
electronically by the beginning of class in which they
are due, unless otherwise noted on the assignment.
Anything uploaded more than ten (10) minutes late
will be considered a late assignment and will be
appropriately penalized.
Late assignments are accepted after they were
initially due for a penalty of one letter grade (10%)
credit per day.
Make-up work. You are responsible for finding out
what work and information you miss during your
absences. Except for absences officially exempted by
the Institute or exceptional and unanticipated
situations, I do not allow students to make up missed
quizzes, presentations, or in-class assignments.

Course Participation Grading
The Writing and Communication Program has a
program-wide participation policy. In this class,
participation counts as 10% of your grade. Active
participation and engagement in class are required.
Students who have not done the reading and/or who
do not actively participate during the class period
may be penalized for lack of participation. I expect
that everyone will read and participate in class
activities and discussions about the materials. We
will have whole class discussions, small group work,
and other activities that will all contribute towards
your participation grade. If you are surfing the web,
emailing, working on assignments for other classes,
or are otherwise occupied, you will be marked with a
zero for that day. Cell phones must be turned off
during class unless you are specifically using it for
an assignment.
There is a weekly QHQ assignment which will form
part of your weekly participation grade; it is due by
class time on Tuesdays. More information about the
QHQ assignment is available on T-Square.

Writing and Communication
Policies
Department polices are available here. I expect
you to read the policies posted by the Writing and
Communication Program. You are responsible for
knowing this information. Please pay particular
attention to policies regarding attendance.

Resources
There are a number of services and
resources of which you, as a Georgia Tech
student, should be aware. First, makes
sure that you know your academic advisor
and how to contact him or her. Here are a
few additional resources you may find
useful; I encourage to become familiar
with as many of these as you can:

Academic Misconduct
One serious kind of academic misconduct is
plagiarism, which occurs when a writer, speaker,
or designer deliberately uses someone else's
language, ideas, images, or other original material
or code without fully acknowledging its source by
quotation marks as appropriate, in footnotes or
endnotes, in works cited, and in other ways as
appropriate (modified from WPA Statement on
“Defining and Avoiding Plagiarism”).

Georgia Tech Communication Center
Dean of Students
Stamps Student Health Services
Intercollegiate Athletics
Campus Recreation Center

If you engage in plagiarism or any other form of
academic misconduct, you will fail the assignment
in which you have engaged in academic
misconduct and be referred to the Office of
Student Integrity, as required by Georgia Tech
policy. I strongly urge you to be familiar with
these Georgia Tech sites:

Women’s Resource Center

Honor Challenge
Office of Student Integrity
Process for academic misconduct

In addition, your Buzz Card entitles you
to a number of student discounts around
the area. Check out discounts on MARTA
passes, the High Museum, the Ferst
Center for the Arts, and many other local
attractions. Always ask if student
discounts are available!

Syllabus Modifications
This syllabus—particularly the required reading
and assignment schedule—may be modified as the
semester progresses to meet course outcomes and
address the needs of members of the class.

Pride Alliance
DramaTech Theater
Poetry at Tech

Harper Lee Commemoration Assignment
English 1102
Dr. Monica Miller
Final Project Due Date: Friday, March 19, 5:00pm
Assignment

The death of Harper Lee on February 19, 2016, has brought about a host of tributes to
her in various modes and media, both online and in print. For this project, you will
work in teams of three or four to create two commemorative artifacts about Harper
Lee: one print and one online. After surveying a number of commemorative artifacts
about her, each group will submit a proposal for your artifacts, explaining the primary
themes you wish to convey. You should specifically address how the different modes—
print and digital—will convey these themes. You may use the same theme in both, or a
different one in each—however, the two artifacts should ultimately be different from
each other, as they take advantage of the different affordances of the different modes of
communication.

Technology

Your print artifact should be no bigger than 24”x36”, and no smaller than 8.5”x14”. If
you wish to create something outside of these parameters, you need prior instructor
approval. One page of this size is sufficient; if you wish to create multiple pages, you’ll
need prior instructor approval.
Your electronic artifact should use Wix, Weebly, or a similar “drag and drop” style
webpage designer to design a one-page digital artifact to commemorate Harper Lee.
Multiple pages are discouraged, and would require prior approval.

You will also submit one artist’s statement for the group, in which you explain your
choices for the artifacts, and how the different affordances of the different media are
utilized for different purposes. WOVENText has a good explanation of an artist’s
statement on pages 698-701; you should use this resource to guide your artist’s
statement.

Audience

The choices you make regarding your media will determine your audience; you should
address this specifically in your proposal and your artist’s statement. In general, you
should use Standard American English and its conventions, and cite all of your sources
in MLA style.

Planning:
Group Proposal Due

Thursday, March 10 (Class time)

Peer Review Worksheet Due

Thursday, March 17, 5:00pm

Rough Draft Due

Final Paper Due

Thursday, March 17 (Class time)

Friday, March 18, 5:00pm

Specifics

Each artifact should have a clear theme, supported by text and visual elements. Your
webpage should incorporate media unique to the digital environment, such as
hyperlinks, embedded video, links to podcasts, or other electronic artifacts. You may
quote from the two novels and the film, and you may also quote from other tributes you
find online or in print. You may use other sources you find, but you’ll want to make sure
that they are credible sources—you may not cite Wikipedia, for example, or a fan site
(unless you’re clear that you’re quoting a fan site). Each artifact should have a list of
works cited (as should your artist’s statement).

Questions to Consider

 What themes, aspects of the plot, of the characters, the setting, or the historical context are
you drawn to?
 What elements of Harper Lee’s life should be celebrated and remembered?
 What, ultimately, is Harper Lee’s legacy? How does Go Set a Watchman extend, contradict,
or complicate that?
 Should we think about Lee as primarily a southern author? An Alabama author? An
American author? A southern female author? A second wave feminist author? A Civil
Rights-era author? The list goes on and on—but you need to be clear what your focus is.





A successful artifact will:

Incorporate written and visual elements in the print artifact;
Incorporate written, visual, and electronic elements in the at electronic artifact;
Display an intentional visual design, which you discuss in your artist’s statement;
Have an artist’s statement between 1000 and 1200 words in length, as well as:
• Have an appropriate header on the first page;
• Have a descriptive title which is not “Artist’s Statement”;
• Have an introduction with a clearly stated thesis statement;
• Consist of paragraphs which support your thesis statement;
• Consist of paragraphs which contain a clearly stated topic sentence, and only
one controlling idea per paragraph

Reflection

During the class period after you submit your assignment, you will be asked to reflect on
the project. “Reflecting” in this case means that you’ll respond in writing to a set of
prompts or questions that ask you to consider how and why you made the choices you
made in completing the assignment. You’ll then save that reflection and return to it later
in the semester as you prepare your final portfolio.

In this reflection, you’ll have the opportunity to reflect upon the group nature of the
project. If there is a general consensus about team members not doing their fair share,
individual grades may be affected to reflect this consensus.

Grading

This assignment is worth 10% of your final grade and will be assessed using the Writing
and Communication Program’s programmatic rubric. Its focus is on written and visual
modes of communication.

Podcast Assignment
English 1102
Dr. Monica Miller
Final Project Due Date: Friday, April 22, 5:00pm
Assignment
For this assignment, you will work in groups to research, pitch, and produce a podcast
about Harper Lee and a theme, historical context, or conflict related to her life or work.
Having used your individual annotated bibliographies to discover what the larger
academic discussion about a topic is, you will now create a podcast in which you
contribute your own perspective(s) to this discussion yourself. You and your group will
create a 10-15-minute podcast in which you discuss the issue, how it relates to Harper
Lee, and your own position(s) with regard to the issue. All of the group’s members
must contribute an approximately equal amount to the podcast dialogue.
Your podcast should (1) explain the issue, theme, or other aspect; (2) provide
necessary background information, including historical, biographical, or other relevant
information; (3) incorporate research from library sources to provide support or
evidence for background information and/or different positions on this issue; (3)
present at least three different perspectives on the issue. In other words, you should
present a conversation which is more complicated than a binary, “pro/con”
understanding of the issue. I encourage different group members to advocate for
different perspectives—regardless, there should be at least one definite perspective
being advocated for in the podcast. You may incorporate words from the texts we’ve
read this semester, but that’s not a requirement.
The project has two main parts. First, each group will write a proposal of 500-750
words which you will pitch to the class, explaining your project and why it’s significant
to Harper Lee studies. You will pick one person from the group to deliver this pitch,
which should be calibrated to your audience of fellow 1102 students. (In other words,
you can assume they have a general understanding of what we’ve covered in class, so
you don’t need to cover ground they already know.) Your classmates will provide
feedback on your proposals during class.
Then, each group will create a detailed, screenplay-style script of the podcast that not
only drafts the language you will be using but also includes sound, location, and mixing
cues. We will be workshopping these in class. Each group will then record, mix, and edit
the podcast using Audacity (or software of your choice). The audience for the podcast is
different—imagine it being broadcast on media outlets such as the Huffington Post Live,
a local news broadcast, or local radio such as WREK—an audience similar to the video
clips and interviews we have watched about Harper Lee in class.

Planning:
Podcast Workshop

Thursday, March 31

Podcast Pitch

Tuesday, April 12 (Class time)

Script Rough Draft Due

Tuesday, April 19 (Class time)

Peer Review Worksheet Due

Tuesday, April 19, 5:00pm

Final Podcast Due

Friday, April 22, 5:00pm

Questions to Consider
 How does the historical context of your issue affect your understanding? How has the
passage of time affected it?
 Are there other texts from this class which speak to your issue?
 What fundamental question are you exploring and trying to answer? What are possible
answers? How do these answers overlap, contradict, conflict, and intersect each other?
 How can nonverbal elements enhance, support, and complement your points?
 Are there podcast examples you wish to emulate? What elements—such as the structure,
sound, or pacing—do you wish to emulate?
 What elements of Harper Lee’s life should be celebrated and remembered?
 What, ultimately, is Harper Lee’s legacy? How does Go Set a Watchman extend, contradict,
or complicate that?
 Should we think about Lee as primarily a southern author? An Alabama author? An
American author? A southern female author? A second wave feminist author? A Civil
Rights-era author? The list goes on and on—but you need to be clear what your focus is.

A successful artifact will:
Have an engaging pitch;
Submit a complete script;
Incorporate at least four library resources and credible research sources;
Have a consistent tone and soundscape, a clear structure and purpose, and incorporate
sound elements which reflect its purpose and awareness of audience.
 Include a list of credits at the end, which includes these sources, as well as script and
production credits;
 Participate in the rough draft workshop.





Reflection
During the class period after you submit your assignment, you will be asked to reflect on
the project. “Reflecting” in this case means that you’ll respond in writing to a set of
prompts or questions that ask you to consider how and why you made the choices you
made in completing the assignment. You’ll then save that reflection and return to it later
in the semester as you prepare your final portfolio.
In this reflection, you’ll have the opportunity to reflect upon the group nature of the
project. If there is a general consensus about team members not doing their fair share,
individual grades may be affected to reflect this consensus.

Grading
This assignment is worth 25% of your final grade and will be assessed using the Writing
and Communication Program’s programmatic rubric. Its focus is on written and visual
modes of communication.

WOS 225: INTRODUCTION TO WOMEN’S & GENDER STUDIES
FALL 2017

INSTRUCTOR: Dr. Monica Miller
EMAIL: monica.miller@lmc.gatech.edu
OFFICE: 118-E Himes
OFFICE HOURS: Tuesdays 1:30-2:30
Thursdays 1:30-3:30
and by appointment
COURSE DESCRIPTION
This course engages students to reflect critically on the constructs of gender and sexuality across diverse racial, ethnic, cultural,
and class intersections through a feminist perspective. Students will be introduced to the intersectional fields of feminist theory
and gender studies and to the movements which generated and benefited from that scholarship. They will examine how these
dynamic forces shape different gendered identities in historical and present-day local, national and global contexts (though in
this introductory course, our primary focus will be on these issues in the United States) and how these forces impact our lives
and choices at the personal, interpersonal, institutional, and cultural levels. As a General Education course, this course enable
students to gain an understanding of historical, cultural, and philosopical complexity which supports sophisticated discourse.
The primary goal of this course is to familiarize students with key issues, questions, and debates in feminist theory and gender
studies scholarship, both historical and contemporary.
OBJECTIVES
 Students will expand their knowledge in the interdisciplinary field of Women’s and Gender Studies by generating critical
thinking and analysis through critical reading and writing, and respectful expression and interaction.
 Students will learn to appropriately use major terms and concepts in the field while developing critical writing and speaking
skills about diverse cultures and cultural constructions that can be used inside and outside the college setting.
 Students will demonstrate the ability to evaluate a position or argument in the light of one or more of the following criteria:
(a) internal consistency; (b) factual evidence, pro or con; (c) prevailing counter-arguments that have withstood critical
examination
 Students will demonstrate an understanding of the levels of association, from friends and family, to economic and polity,
and to civilizations of global significance seen in the social sciences.
REQUIRED TEXTS
 Susan M. Shaw and Janet Lee, Women’s Voices, Feminist Visions, Fifth Edition
 Margaret Atwood, The Handmaid’s Tale
 Alison Bechdel, Fun Home
 Other readings on Moodle
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY
The following is the University’s official statement on Academic Integrity: “Academic misconduct includes but is not limited
to, cheating, plagiarism, collusion, falsifying academic records, and any act designed to give an unfair academic advantage to
the student.”(Sec. 5.1, C. of the LSU Code of Student Conduct). For more specifics, see:
http://www.lsu.edu/judicialaffairs/AI.htm

I expect all of the work you turn in to be your own. If you submit work to me which I determine to be
plagiarized, you will receive a zero for the assignment, and the work will be turned over to the Office of
Student Advocacy and Accountability for possible further sanctions.
DISABILITY CODE
According to the our General Catalogue,
The Office of Disability Services assists students in identifying and developing accommodations and services to help
over-come barriers to the achievement of personal and academic goals. Services are provided for students with
temporary or permanent disabilities. Accommodations and services are based on the individual student's disabilitybased need. Students must provide current documentation of their disabilities. Students should contact the office early
so that necessary accommodations can be arranged.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS AND GRADING
 Daily Participation (10%)—Students will demonstrate competency in written and oral communication through
organization, clarity, and consciousness in written and spoken English. Active engagement in the class is key for high
participation grades. I reserve the right to dock participation grades for use of cell phones, other electronic devices, or other
non-class related activities.
 Quizzes (10%)—Unannounced quizzes will be given from time to time during class. These may not be made up.
 Privilege Inventory (5%)—Students will write a privilege inventory of at least thirty entries based on John Scalzi’s
“Things I Don’t Have to Think About Today” model.
 Group Presentation (10%)—Students will participate in a group project in which they will present to the class a historical
aspect of Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale. Presentations should include both a visual element as well as handouts
for the class. The final grade for the group presentation will include successful completion of project checkpoints—such as
topic proposal—which will be specified in the assignment sheet.
 Response Papers (10%)—Over the course of the semester, students will submit four short responses (500-1,000 words) to
any of the assigned readings on the day they are assigned to be read. The course schedule will show when the deadline for
each response paper is, though students are encouraged to submit responses before the final deadlines.
 Research Paper (20%)—Students will write a major research paper of 2,400-3,000 words (8-10 pages) on any book,
television show, movie, or similar cultural production they like using a feminist lens to provide a researched critical
analysis. Topics must be pre-approved with preliminary research. The final grade for the paper will include successful
completion of paper checkpoints (the topic proposal is an example of such a checkpoint) which will be specified in the
assignment sheet.
 Midterm (15%) and Final Exam (20%)—Twice this semester, students will be tested in an in-class exam covering key
content and ideas. We will discuss the format as the exam draws nearer, but expect an in-class essay and short answer
questions.
GRADING SCALE
Daily Participation and Professionalism
Privilege Inventory
Quizzes
Group Presentation
Response Paper
Research Paper
Midterm Exam
Final Exam

10%
5%
10%
10%
10%
20%
15%
20%

A: 100-90
B: 80-89
C: 70-79
D: 60-69
F: Below 60

ESSAYS: FORM
All formal essays and proposals must be typed in 12-point, Times New Roman font, with 1-inch margins, submitted
electronically to me by the start of the class period in which it is due. Along with your name, date, and the title of the
assignment in the upper left-hand corner of the first page, each subsequent page should contain a header with your last name
and the page number. Any citations should be use MLA style formatting, which we will go over in class.

Final copies of these papers, paper proposals, and all other writing checkpoints should be submitted
electronically to me unless I specify otherwise. These should be emailed to me as a .doc or .docx file (either
through Moodle email or directly to mmil132@tigers.lsu.edu) by class time on the day it is due.

Any assignments received after the due date and time will automatically lose 10%. Major
assignments turned in more than twenty-four hours late will automatically lose 20%. Any work
done in class—including quizzes and exams—cannot be made up under any circumstances.
Note: This syllabus is subject to change; any changes will be announced in class. You are responsible for noting these changes
and for turning in all assignments on time to avoid penalization.

Handmaid’s Tale Group Presentation
WGS 2500-6
Presentation Dates: Monday, 2/18, Wednesday, 2/20, and Friday, 2/22
Description
For this project, you will conduct research on your assigned topic as it pertains to Margaret Atwood’s novel The
Handmaid’s Tale and prepare a short presentation (five to eight minutes) on your findings to the class. Each
presentation must have an oral component, a visual component, and a handout for the class which summarizes your
presentation. I encourage you to meet with me to discuss the particulars of your individual topic.
You will have the opportunity to request a particular topic, but I will ultimately assign you to groups based not only
on your mutual interests, but also on compatible schedules and availability. I will announce group assignments
along with presentation date assignments (2/18, 2/20, or 2/22) by Friday, 1/25.
The week after group presentations, I will give an in-class quiz based on these class presentations; therefore, it’s
important that you attend class on all three dates, not just the date that your group is presenting. Additionally, class
participation grades will take into account not only class attendance of these presentations but also engaged attention
during the presentations. I will even consider giving extra credit for audience members who pose pertinent questions
to the groups.
This project counts for 10% of your final class grade. Each student will receive individual grades for the project—
these grades will generally be the same for each group member unless I find that there is a significant reason why a
particular group member’s grade should be different. These grades will be based on successful completion of the
following:


Group Presentation Proposal (Due Friday, 2/1)
o Each group will submit one group proposal to me via email. This proposal should include:
 Group topic
 Names of group members
 How will the work be divided up? Have group members been assigned particular roles
(examples might include leader, recorder, communicator, speaker)? Who will be responsible for
what during the actual presentation?
 How do you intend to go about researching your topic? What possible sources have you
considered?
 What do you foresee your presentation looking like? What kind of visual component are you
considering at this point?



Presentation Draft Video (Due Friday, 2/15)
o A video of your full presentation should be filmed and submitted to me by Friday, 2/15. I will review
your presentation and send you feedback before your final presentation date.



Oral Component of Presentation (Presentation Day)
o This should be between five and eight minutes. I will time the presentation; points will be deducted for
presentations which run too short or too long.



Visual Component of Presentation (Presentation Day)
o This may be a poster, powerpoint presentation, picture projected from the computer—I’m quite open to
creative possibilities.



Presentation Handout (Presentation Day)
o This should contain the presentation topic, group member names, and important highlights of your topic.
It should not simply be the text of the oral presentation.



Individual Group Assessment (Due Monday, 2/25)
o Each group member will write an evaluation of the group project experience, explaining his or her own
part in the project, how the project was designed to work, and how it ultimately was executed. I
encourage you to include any lessons learned, suggestions for future group work, as well as highlights of
what did work well.`

Podcast Manifesto
English 1101
Dr. Monica Miller
Final Artifact Due Date: Wednesday, November 23
For this assignment, you will work in groups to
produce a podcast, in which you present a
manifesto for the first year, multimodal
composition classroom as a makerspace. A
manifesto is a declaration of the intentions,
motives, or views of a group, and it usually has
some ideological dimension to it. In other words,
it gives explicit instructions for carrying out the
values of the group. So, for this assignment, you
first will give a brief introduction to maker
culture and multimodal communication. Next,
you will identify the values and priorities
which you see as central to the successful
multimodal composition classroom. Then, you
will determine what actions are best taken in
order to carry out these values. Finally, you will
explain the significance of this manifesto: why
should we care about the composition
classroom as a makerspace? What are the
ramifications of approaching the classroom in
this way? What action(s) will you encourage
your audience to take?

Key Dates
 Skype Session with Natasha Tsakos
Thursday, 11/3
 Podcast Workshop
Tuesday, 11/1
 Skype Session with Natasha Tsakos
Tuesday, 11/8
 Group Proposal Due
Tuesday, 11/8
 Rough Draft Workshop
Thursday, November 17
 Podcast Due
Wednesday, 11/23 (5:00pm)
 Podcast Q&A Due
Tuesday, 11/29
 Individual Reflection Due
Thursday, 12/1

We will be reading some examples in class, but if you’d like to see other examples, Wikipedia has a
good list with links.
You and your group will create a 10-15 minute podcast in which you present your manifesto. All
group members must contribute an approximately equal amount to the podcast dialogue. Each group
will create a detailed, screenplay-style script of the podcast that not only drafts the language you will
be using but also includes sound, location, and mixing cues. We will be workshopping these in class.
Each group will then record, mix, and edit the podcast using Audacity (or software of your choice).
The audience for the podcast is the general Georgia Tech community—so think about how you might
appeal to this particular academic, primarily STEM-oriented environment.
Using the list of pre-approved sources, you will incorporate research on maker culture and
pedagogical theory to support and supplement your argument and evidence. You may also use
information gleaned from class discussion and readings. In any of these cases, however, you should
clearly note when you’re using ideas which did not originate with yourself.

Your manifesto must contain the following elements:






Background information
Statement of values or priorities
Call to action
What’s at stake? Why should your audience care?
References to at least three of the designated sources. You should not
cite additional sources without instructor approval.

We will have an in-class workshop on podcast creation on Tuesday, November 1, both with
respect to the genre of podcasts as well as an introduction to using Audacity software and recording
audio for the podcast.
By Tuesday, November 8, you will submit a group proposal for the project. By this point, you will
have participated in the podcast workshop, listened to sample podcasts, and looked through the
material on reserve in the library. You should have some idea of what kind of podcast you expect to
create as well as a sense of your focus or theme. First, you should explain what you expect your
general focus will be as well as the general structure of the podcast. Then, you should explain your
strategy for project management, including what each group member is responsible for. What
strategies will you use to ensure that work is completed in a timely manner? What will you do if team
members do not fulfill their responsibilities? How will you handle disagreement?
The proposal should be written in complete
sentences and paragraphs—this is not a
series of bullet points.
The proposal should also include a Gannt
chart, which should be appropriately labelled
and titled and referred to in the proposal.
Make sure that it is clear who is doing what
and when. There are myriad online sources
and applications for producing Gannt charts
online; there are also templates in Excel as
well.
By class time on Thursday, November 17,
each group should have a completed script
(as described above) which they will submit to
T-Square as well as bring to class, for an inclass revision workshop.

Approved Sources
 Chris Anderson, Makers: The New
Industrial Revolution (Required text)
 Laurie Anderson, “A Life of Storytelling”
 Mark Frauenfelder, Made by Hand:
Searching for Meaning in a Throwaway
World (Reserves)
 Mark Hatch: The Maker Movement
Manifesto (Reserves)
 Douglas Thomas, A New Culture of
Learning: Cultivating the Imagination for
a World of Constant Change (Reserves)
 Natasha Tsakos, INNOVATION:
Creativity is a Mindset (YouTube)
 Natasha Tsakos, Colors: A Nonsense

Each group will then produce their podcast, and submit either the audio file or a link to the audio
file to T-Square by 5:00pm Wednesday, November 23. Students will have access to all group
podcasts that evening. You should also submit a written script used for the recording.
By class time on Tuesday, November 29, each individual student should listen to all of the class
podcasts and come to class with at least one question to ask each group. On Tuesday, November 29,
each group will give a short (3-5 minute) summary of their manifesto and be prepared to answer
questions from the class, for a total group presentation time of around ten minutes. I expect all
group members to participate equally in the Q&A session. Each of these Q&A sessions will be
recorded for reflection and portfolio purposes.
You will hand in your prepared questions for a classwork grade; this grade will be based on both
the quality of your questions as well as your delivery of them in class.
Finally, by Thursday, December 1, each individual student will submit a reflection on this entire
project. As with all reflections, this should be written in complete sentences and paragraphs, with
prose appropriate for a formal academic assignment. In this reflection, you should explain the process
of the project. Questions you should consider include:







What was the plan going in?
What challenges did you expect to face, and how did you anticipate meeting these challenges?
How was the project actually executed?
How did this execution compare with the proposal you submitted?
How did your ideas evolve?
How would you assess the collaborative aspect of the project? You should assess your own
performance as well as that of each of your group members.
 Part of each individual student’s final grade will be based on the quality of the individual
reflection. In addition, an additional part of each individual student’s final grade will be based
on the comments of his or her fellow group members.

A successful artifact will:
 Have submitted a proposal for the group work;
 Have submitted a rough draft of the podcast script;
 Demonstrate awareness of audience and use appropriate rhetorical
strategies to address the audience;
 Be 10-15 minutes in length;
 Include both oral and nonverbal communication;
 Include research on maker culture and/or pedagogical theory from at
least three of the approved sources.
 Include a thorough and thoughtful reflection.
 Include a live Q&A session, in which all group members participate in
fielding questions from the class and instructor.

English 2001-001
MWF 8:30-9:30
Allen 23

Instructor: Ms. Monica Miller
Email: mmil132@lsu.edu
Office: 114 Allen Hall, 578-4867
Office Hours: Mondays and Fridays, 9:30-10:30
or by appointment

PURPOSE
English 2001 is the upper-level composition course tailored specifically for pre-nursing students. This course is for prenursing students only. Keep in mind that this is a writing course, and our ultimate goal will be to master writing and
research strategies.
The purpose of this course is to advance students’ writing skills in a variety of academic, professional, and public genres,
with an emphasis on research, exposition, and argument. In order to communicate effectively and persuasively, writers
must start with a research question, collect, organize, and evaluate sources, anticipate the needs and expectations of their
audiences, understand the basic conventions of a chosen genre, and craft clear, focused, and compelling arguments.
Students will acquire these skills in the process of completing sustained, well-researched writing projects. Each larger
project will be approached as a series of discrete tasks ranging from the identification of a research problem or inquiry to
the final revision of an essay. Group collaboration and classroom discussion will be important elements of the course.
COURSE OUTCOMES
By the end of this semester, we will meet these outcomes:
 Use writing and reading for inquiry, learning, thinking, communicating and persuading.
 Learn how to conduct research and use it effectively in your written works:
o Interpret, evaluate, integrate, and document information gathered from primary and secondary sources.
o Understand a research assignment as a series of tasks that include: finding, evaluating, analyzing, and
synthesizing information from primary and secondary sources.
o Use a variety of research strategies (interviews, surveys, online and print journal articles, books and
databases, etc.).
o Integrate information from sources into your writing, documenting it according to appropriate
conventions.
 Respond appropriately to different kinds of rhetorical situations, with a focus on purpose and the needs of various
audiences using appropriate genre conventions.
 Adopt appropriate voice, tone, and level of formality.
 Apply knowledge of structure and organization, paragraphing, and mechanics.
COURSE STRATEGY
I will give frequent in-class writing assignments and other activities, some of which will require collaboration with
classmates—they will generally concern the reading we are doing and your progress with your writing. These writing
responses will most often relate to the formal writing assignments you will be working on. Finally, we will focus on
conventions—the general rules for writing observed in academic and workplace environments.
For each of the three formal papers you will write, part of the final paper grade will consist of writing checkpoints along
the way (these checkpoints are spelled out on the writing schedule). We will also have a peer review rough draft
workshop in class for each paper; participation in these workshops will be part of your paper’s grade. After each rough
draft workshop, I will read, comment on, and return rough drafts the class period following the peer review workshop. For
each paper, there will be an in-class workshop day—participation will not be counted for that day. Rather, you are
welcome to use class time to work on your paper and consult with your classmates and myself for feedback on your work.

COURSE MATERIALS
There are two required textbooks; these should be available both at the LSU bookstore as well as the Co-op Bookstore:



Richard Bullock, Maureen Daly Goggin, and Francine Weinberg. The Norton Field Guide to Writing with
Readings. Third Edition (2013)
Gerald Graff and Cathy Birkenstein. They Say/I Say . Second Edition (2010)

Please make sure that you have the correct editions of these books—they have many more resources than the previous
editions. There will also be readings on Moodle—please print out these readings and bring them to class on the days they
are assigned. We will have an informal writing assignment during each class period which you will turn in, so you will
need to bring paper and pen to class each day in order to complete the day’s writing assignment.
COURSE REQUIREMENTS AND GRADING
Your final grade will be calculated as follows:
Participation and informal writing assignments
Take-home writing assignments and quizzes
Personal Statement Paper
Text Analysis Paper
Research Proposal
Annotated Bibliography
Researched Position Paper

10%
10%
10%
15%
10%
20%
25%

You will be able to check your grades and current average on Moodle. Letter grades are based on a 10-point scale (A: 90100; B: 80-89; C: 70-79; D: 60-69; F: 59 or below). More generally, grades reflect the following criteria:
A = a lot of effort; excellent work in class; excellent writing.
B = significant effort; good work in class; good writing.
C = reasonable effort; fair work in class; fair writing.
D = not very much effort; poor work in class; poor writing.
F = you didn't try.
REVISIONS
You will have the opportunity to revise your personal statement and expository papers for a new grade, if you would like
to—it is not a requirement. If you do choose to revise, the revision will be due electronically by the class period
following when the paper was handed back. The final paper grade will be an average of the original paper grade and the
revised paper grade.

MAJOR PROJECTS
Here is a schedule with the due dates for the class’s major projects. Please note that first draft due dates are for in-class
revision workshops on the paper. You should bring a completed, typed, hard copy draft of your paper to class on those
days. Attendance at these workshops is mandatory; no extensions will be granted for first drafts. Failure to attend a
revision workshop will result in a lowered final grade on the paper.
Personal Statement:

Rough Draft
Final Draft

Friday, 2/7
Friday, 2/14

Text Analysis Paper:

Rough Draft
Final Draft

Friday, 3/14
Friday, 3/21

Research Proposal:

Monday, 4/7

Annotated Bibliography:

Monday, 4/21

Researched Position Paper:

Rough Draft
Final Draft

Friday, 4/25
Friday, 5/2

ATTENDANCE
Because a great deal of work for the course is done in class (discussions, workshops, in-class writings, and activities),
your regular attendance is essential. Participation and in-class work cannot be made up. We will start each class period
with a short informal writing assignment (these cannot be made up), which I will collect and will count towards your
participation grade.
Further, I expect you to be active and engaged during class time. 10% of your grade is based on participation and
informal writing. If you are texting, using your computer for non-class-related purposes, or otherwise unengaged in class,
it will affect your participation grade.
ESSAYS: FORM
While in-class work and quizzes may be legibly handwritten, all other class work and formal essays must be typed in 12point, Times New Roman font, with 1-inch margins, submitted electronically to me by the start of the class period in
which it is due. Along with your name, date, and the title of the assignment in the upper left-hand corner of the first page,
each subsequent page should contain a header with your last name and the page number. Any citations should be use
MLA style formatting, which we will go over in class.
Final copies of these papers, the research proposal, and the annotated bibliography should be submitted electronically
to me. These should be uploaded to Moodle or emailed to me as a .doc or .docx file (either through Moodle email or
directly to mmil132@tigers.lsu.edu) by class time on the day it is due. Any assignments received after the due date and
time will automatically lose 10%. Major assignments turned in more than twenty-four hours late will automatically lose
20%.
CONFERENCES
Twice during the semester we will schedule individual conferences. You are required to meet with me to discuss your
personal statement as well as your expository paper. It is mandatory that you register for and attend your conference
appointment. Deadlines for these conferences are listed on the syllabus. Attendance of the required conferences will
count as a writing checkpoint for these papers; failure to attend a conference will count against the final paper grade. Of
course, if you ever have questions and concerns or want to discuss the draft you are working on, you are welcome to visit
me during office hours, contact me via email, or schedule an appointment.

COURSE CREDIT
In accordance with the policies of the LSU English Department, you will not be awarded credit for ENGL-2000 for
completing this course. ENGL-2001 fulfills writing prerequisites only for the LSUHSC School of Nursing.
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY
The following is the University’s official statement on Academic Integrity: “Academic misconduct includes but is not
limited to, cheating, plagiarism, collusion, falsifying academic records, and any act designed to give an unfair academic
advantage to the student.”(Sec. 5.1, C. of the LSU Code of Student Conduct). For more specifics, see:
http://www.lsu.edu/judicialaffairs/AI.htm
I expect all of the work you turn in to be your own. If you submit work to me which I determine to be plagiarized, you
will receive a zero for the assignment, and the work will be turned over to the Office of Student Advocacy and
Accountability for possible further sanctions.
DISABILITY CODE
According to the our General Catalogue,
The Office of Disability Services assists students in identifying and developing accommodations and services to help overcome barriers to the achievement of personal and academic goals. Services are provided for students with temporary or
permanent disabilities. Accommodations and services are based on the individual student's disability-based need. Students
must provide current documentation of their disabilities. Students should contact the office early so that necessary
accommodations can be arranged.
OTHER STUDENT RESOURCES
If you need assistance at any stage of the writing process for this class (or any other), I encourage you to take advantage of
the CxC Center’s Writing Support program. It’s free to LSU students—simply go to www.cxc.lsu.edu to schedule a free
appointment.
Mental Health Services (MHS) offers a range of mental health and other support services for LSU students. I encourage
you to contact them at 225-578-6271 or consult their webpage at www.shc.lsu.edu for more information on the services
they provide. Other useful phone numbers include the STAR (Sexual Trauma and Awareness) Hotline—225-383-7173
(available 24 hours a day for support, information, and referrals) and the LSU Crisis Hotline—(225) 924-5781 (also
available 24 hours a day).
Note: This syllabus is subject to change; any changes will be announced in class. You are responsible for noting these
changes and for turning in all assignments on time to avoid penalization.

English 2001
Personal Statement Paper Assignment
Final Paper Due Date:
Friday, 2/14/2014
Description
Your first assignment for this class will be a two-page personal statement, in which you must
explain your professional interest in nursing and connect your interests to the LSUHSC School
of Nursing’s vision and mission. You must write this personal statement as if you are applying to
the LSUHSC School of Nursing. As such, the criteria for this assignment match the criteria
outlined on the LSUHSC School of Nursing’s website (nursing.lsuhsc.edu).
According to the LSUHSC’s website, your statement “should be written in the first person using
a conversational tone,” and it must include the following:




Title Page (Title, Your Name, Your Institution)
Title should be creative, related to nursing, the traditional program and the vision and the
vision and mission of the school of nursing.
No more than two pages, double spaced, excluding title page

The content of the statement should include answers to these questions:
1. Why nursing?
2. Why LSUHSC School of Nursing?
3. How will your answers to the above questions contribute to the School of Nursing’s
vision and mission?
Be sure that you review the school’s vision, mission, and rubric documents. If you cannot
connect your interest with the school’s goals, you will not leave a lasting impression with
reviewers.
Writing Checkpoints
Monday, 2/3/14:
Outline due
Friday, 2/7/14:
Personal Statement rough draft due (Hard copy in class for full credit)
Friday, 2/7/14:
Deadline for paper conference
Friday, 2/14/14:
Paper Due by Class Time via Moodle
Paper Requirements
For Monday, 2/3, you should have some idea of the narrative arc of your paper; you will submit
a general outline of your paper. While this should not be a paragraph-by-paragraph account of
your paper, it should give some sense of your introduction, what your main points will be, and
how you intend to conclude your statement. Please use complete sentences in your outline.
Also, for full credit, you must sign up for and attend a fifteen-minute conference with me to
discuss your statement. I will circulate a sign-up sheet during class time.
Your statement cannot be longer than two pages. In terms of formatting, your paper must be
word-processed in Times New Roman, font size 12, with 1-inch margins. Although the criteria
ask for a “conversational tone,” that does not mean that they want you to write the way that you

talk. In any case, you must make absolutely sure that your statement is cleanly written and
properly formatted. Remember that this statement will constitute the school’s very first
impression of you.

